
Using ServicePoint for Pet Grooming 

 

Some of the built-in customization and maintenance features of ServicePoint allow it to be used 

effectively in a pet grooming business.  Pet types and service pricing by breed can be set up to 

automate the process of booking appointments.  Groomers are assigned to the grooming work 

orders, and all charges and inventory items used can be passed along to CounterPoint for 

billing and checkout when the customer picks up their pet. 

Below are some screen shots from ServicePoint, configured for use in a grooming salon. 

 

 

This is the customer pets screen.  Customer pets may be defined from the ServicePoint menu, or “on the 

fly” during the entry of a grooming appointment. 

 

  



Grooming work order entry screen.  A full history is available by pet to review past services and pricing. 

 

Grooming tasks.  Multiple pets may be assigned to the same grooming order for a customer. 



Groomers are assigned to the work order task directly in the grooming order, or via the scheduling 

calendar. 

Add-on services or inventory items can be added to the base grooming charge, 

 



The base charge for a service can be defaulted based on the combination of the pet/breed and the 

service to be performed. 

 

Multiple notes can be added to a pet or to a grooming order to assist with future appointments. 



 

 

We use industry-standard Crystal Reports to print reports and appointment forms. 

 



 

Appointments can be scheduled using our calendar based scheduler.  This can be accessed directly from 

CounterPoint or from within ServicePoint. 

 

 

A weekly view of the scheduled appointments is available. 



 

This schedule view show the allotted time for appointments by groomer for the day. 

 

  



Here are some of the setup items behind the scenes that will help automate the pet entry, 

appointment entry, and pricing functions. 

 

A sample from the pet breed lookup window. 

 

 

A sample of a service code setup item. 

 



 

Breeds and services can be combined to provide default pricing for a pet’s appointment 

 

 

 

 


